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, SUMMARY 

The basic aerodynamic and hydrodynamic handling characteristics 
of the narcraft are satisfactory over the range of all operating conditions 
tested. 

On the water, the aircraft is adequately stable on take-off and 
landing. The tests were made at weights between 225,000 lb and 315,000 lb, 
with C.G. positions between 29 per cent and 33 per cent S.M.C. 

At the high weight in relatively rough water, fine spray entered 
the inboard propeller discs during the initial take-off run, causing slight 
bending of the tips. A stiffened propeller designed to overcome this 
trouble was fitted, but the flight trials programme was curtailed before 
tests could be made in adverse weather conditions. The sprsy characteristics, 
however, are considered to be satisfactory for both take-off and landing - 
the spray behaviour compares favourably with previous flying boats. 

Under choppy conditions, slight hull pounding has been encountered. 
There was insufficient evidence to dotermine the conditions under which this 
would occur. 

The limiting aft C.G. position is about 35 per cent S.M.C., this 
position being dictated by the high power, low airspeed conditions 
Immediately after unstick. In high altitude cruising flight the aft C.G. 
llrmt is approximately 40 per cent S.M.C. 

The aircraft is adequately controllable under asymmetric power 
conditions down to the stall, and the stalling behaviour is relatively good, 
there being adequate stall warning. 

The existing simulated feel characteristics and control to control 
surface ratios require modifications m order to improve the feel of 
positive stability. 

Greater flexibility of engine and propeller operating conditions 
on the water is desirable in order to improve the manoeuvring characteristics. 
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1. m.RODUCTION 

This report presents a summary of the handling, stability and 
control characteristics of the prototype Princess Flying Boat G-ALUN, as 
determined both in the air and on the water in the course of the flight 
development trials. From a number of aspects the account is not complete, 
as in the limited amount of flying which was done by the aircraft, 
subsequent to the initial development trials, priority was given to 
performance work to provide a basis for future development. Sufficient 
data of both a qualitative and quantitative nature, has however, been 
obtained to enable an assessment to be made of the overall behaviour both 
in the air and on the water. The aircraft completed a total of 96 hours 
50 minutes flying time in 47 flights between August, 1952 end June, 1954. 

2. DFSCRIPTION OF AIRCRAFT 

2.1 

a general 
Figures 1 
are given 

General 

The Princess is a ten-engined high wing monoplane flying boat, 
arrangement drawing and photographs of whioh are given in 
and 2 respectively. The main aerodynsmio and hydrodynemx data 
in Appendices 1 and 2. 

The structure of the airframe is conventional, the hull being a 
figure-of-eight section superimposed on the V-shaped planing bottom, the 
main-step being faired in plan form and elevation. The intersection of 
tho upper and lower lobes of the figure-of-eight forms the uppor dock of 
the cabin, and the lower deck is formed by the intersection of the lower 
lobe vvlth the planing bottom. The entire cabin above this lowor deck is 
dosigned to be pressurised to a differential prossure of 8 p.s.1. The 
wing is constructed in five separate units consisting of the centre 
section which forms part of the hull structure, the inner wings, housing 
the ten engines distributed as one single unit and two coupled pairs per 
side, interspersed with the integral fuel tanks which have a total 
capacity of 14,500 gallons; and the outer sootions which house the wing- 
tip floats and their retracting mechanism. 

The tail unit, of conventional structure, is made up of that 
portion of the hull aft of the rear pressure bulk&ad, and includes the 
single fin and rudder end dihedral tailplane and elevators. 

2.2 Engmos 

The ten engines fitted for these trials are basically Bristol 
Proteus Wk. 600 propeller turbine ongmes, the Wk. number of 610 being 

7 
iven to a coupled pair. The engines are housed as six power units 
numbored 1 to 6 commencing with the port outer) in the leading edges of 

the mainplanes, the loft and right-hand engmes of a coupled pair being 
referred to as A and B respectively. The single engines (1 and 6) are 
located in the outboard nacelles and each drives a four blade propoller 
which is reversible to facilitate msnoouvring on the water. The coupled 
engines (2, 3, 4 and 5) are housed in each centre and inboard nacelle 
and those drive eight blade contra-rotating propellers through a coupling 
gear-box and contra-rotating gear-box. The Jet pipes for all the engines 
pass through the front and rear spars, the exhaust gases being discharged 
over the wing trailing edge. 

3. CONDITION OF AIRCRAFT 

3.1 Goncral 

Externally the airframe as tested was in a representative flnal 
form except that the Junction between the wing tip and float, and the 

control/ 
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control surface gaps, were not as well sealed as could possibly be 
achieved. For the mqority of the flying with the cabin unpressurised, 
an astro hatch for observational purposes was fitted in place of an 
escape hatch on the top of the hull practically in line with the main- 
plane trailing edge. 

Internally, the aircraft was virtually unfurnlshcd. The 
forward upper deck to the rear of the crew's compartment was allocated 
to flight test instrumentation and tho entire length of the lower deck 
was occupied by water ballast tanks for loading and C.G. variation. 

3.2 Loadings 

The aircraft was flown over a range of weights of between 
220,000 and 315,000 lb and C.G. positions of 27.5 to 35.5 per cent S.&C. 
The hsndlmg, stability and control tests were in the maIn carried out at 
between 250,000 and 270,000 lb with C.G. positions betwean 28 and 
32 per cent S.M.C. 

3.3 Dosign Limitations 

The following arc the design operating limitations in force 
, for the tosts. 

3*3.1 Airframe 

Maximum take-off weight 320,000 lb 
Normal landing weight 250,000 lb 
lhergency landing weight 320,000 lb 

C.G. Position, Take-Off and Landing 

200,000 lb and below 25 per cent to 32 per cent S.M.C. 
(7.085 ft to 8.75 ft aft of C.G. datum). 

(15.12 ft to 17.12 ft above C.G. datum). 

300,000 lb and above 27 per cent to 32 per cent S.M.C. 
(7.66 ft to 8.75 ft aft of C.G. datum). 

(15.12 ft to IT.12 ft above C.G. datum). 

Limiting Level Flight and Diving Speeds 
-.-_ ---- ___---.--------____--_.-.-__- __ _ 

__. - ̂ _._. --.-__-__ _. .__ _ _ 
Altitude 0 - 10,000 ft 

15,000 ft 
20,000 ft 
25,000 ft 
30,000 ft 

--_--_-. _. -. __-__--_ 

Level Diva 
Kts. (EAS) Kts. (EAS) j 

-._ ._ _-.. -- _---- ..-. --- I 
250 287 / 
248 
239 265 

I 

225 
212 235 : 

Wing Flap Extended Speed VF 

Deflection (degrees) VF Kts. (EAS) : 
----^. -I 

45 136 / 
30 156 I 

15 165 1 ._ .----_..- ___--.- ----.- - __ 

Maximum floats operating speed, 145 knots (EAS) 
Maximum speed with floats extended, 170 hots (EAS) 
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3.3.2 Engmm 

Operating Limitat:ons 

---- -__-_. 

/ R. P.M# 

-_I .-.---.. -- _____ 

j Maximum for taks-off 
/ (5 minute limit) 

__------_~-- --- 

i Compressor PropellJr Turbine 

i 

-,-s~~~l e- - __ ._- _-_ 
Coupled 

..- 

, 
: Maximum continuous 
, 

Ground idling 

Minimum approach idling 

l 

I 

/ 

I 

-r- 

__--I__ -__- --- 

10,000 10,300 10,700 

9,500 9,250 9,650 

3,000/&250 ’ - 

6,500 

Maximum for rovcrse 
pitch (5 minute limit) 

Mdximq for reverse 
pitch (IO minute lunit) 

- -- _--._- -_ -----_-. -- 

Not 
10,000 10,300 applicable 

Not 
9,500 9,250 applicable 

- _---.---..------_- ---_-. 

Jet Pipe Temperature 

_ . - - .  -  _ I -  - .  .  - _ - . - - - . _  -  . -_I -_-_-  __.- - -_ - ._ .  

Maximum for take-off - 5 minute limit i 530% 
- . - .  -_- ___. ---_-___--_ - - - -  --_ - -  _-_.- 

Maximum con-t inuous / 490°C 
-  -  .  .  -_ .  _ . .  ._- . ._ ._  .___ . _ - . _ - . .  _._._ -__- ____ -_ ____ 

Maximum engine oil inlet temperature SC’C. 

3.4 ~OJCYC~ Flying Controls 

3.4.1 General 

The powered flying controls are tilly powered, irreversible and 
consist of conventional controls at the 1st and 2nd pilot’s positions. 
These operate through shaft drives to the transmitter units from which 
flexible cables run to the appropriate power packs, The transmitter units 
incorporate an airspeed oensitive torsion bar hardening dovioe superunposed 

.on which is a variable trim mechanism. 

Each powcr pack consists o f a 120 volt D.C. electric motor 
continuously driving a variable flow hydraulic generator the output of which 
drives a hydraulic motor. The motor is connected through torsion shafts to 
screw Jacks which arc situated adJaoent to and operato tho approprxtti control 
surface. 

3.4.2 Changes in System During Tests 

In the course of the initial flying it became apparent that the 
longitudinal response was over-sensitive owing to the power of the elevator. 
The stiok movements and forces required to change speed end to manoeuvre were 
small (this is discussed in para. 7.1) and a modification, oonslsting Of a 
diffcrcntial gear-box, was introduced between the control system transmitter 
units and power packs. Thx considerably reduced the sensitivity of the 
elevator response over the normal working range, but was however achieved at the 
expense of unsatisfactory response characteristics outside the working range 
and with some loos of control travel. 

The/ 
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The gearbox was therefore modified to provide a compromise between 
these two cystcms, and this latter version is the one on which the aircraft 
handling assessment is based. The characteristics of all three systems m 
terms of stick-angle versuo elevator angle are presented in Figure 4. The 
elevator hardener characteristics are shown in Figure 5 first in terms of 
stick angle, (this relationship being unaffected by the modifications 
introduced), and then in terms of elevator angle for the third elevator 
gearing. These charactcristlcs have been taken in conJunction with the 
measurements of elevator movement per ‘g’ to indicate the order of the 
stick forces involved, as this gives a measure of stick free stability, and 
the ease or otherwise with which it may be possible to apply structurally 
dangerous loads to the airframe. 

The rudder and aileron systems remained unchanged and the 
characteristics of those hardener systems arc presented in Figure 6. 

4. INSTRUMRJTATIOXJ 

4.1 General 

The main flight trials instrumentation was distributed between 2 
visual panels, 3 csmora rccordlng panels, and 2 galvenometer recorders. 
The ‘handling’ panel lnstrumcnts were photographed by a 35 mm. ome camera 
capable of operation in single shots, or continuously up to a maximum speed 
of 4 frames per second. The Items being recorded on this panel are listed 
below and a typical picture ia shown in Figure 3. 

Airspeed - normal and low reading 
Altitude 
Accoloration - normal and longitudinal 
Air temperature 
Float position 
Flap position 
Sideslip 
Rudder angle 
Elevator angle 
Aileron anqlo 

TlRS3 
Time base 
Aircraft att etude 
Angle of bank 
Rate of pitch 
Rate of roll 
Rate of yaw 
Aircraft heading 
Water contact 

The engine conditions end fuel contents wore recorded separately, readings 
bcmg synchronised by the master time base operating a half second counter 
on all the recording panels. 

4.2 A.S.I. and Altimeter Static Pressure Error Corrections 

The static prcosure error was determined by the aneroid method, 
the results and correction curves being presented in Reference 1. 

5. SCOPE OF TESTS 

5.1 General Handling Air 

An overal qualitative assessment of the general handling 
behaviour of the aircraft was made over a range of flight operating 
conditions covering take-offs and landings, climbs, descents, and 
level flight from the stall to maximum permissible airspeed. This 
assessment was supplemented by automatic observer records to obtain 
control surface movcmcnts, etc. 
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5.2 Longrtudmal Stablllty and Manoeuvrablllty 

Mcasuromcnts of elevator angles 'to trim were made over's 
4 per cent C.G. rango, end from 105 - 260 knots I.A.S. with flaps and 
floats rctractcd at maxuaum continuous power (9,500 c.r.p.m.). 
Moasurcmcnts vnth flaps and floats oxtended and also with flight ldllng 
end take-off powor wcro made at one C.G. posltlon only (32 par cent S.M.C. 
Tests to oovor a wador C.G. range u&or all confIguratIons of power, flap 
settug, etc. were started but cllscontlnued owing to readJustment of 
prlontles, as dlscussed in the mtroductlon. 

Measurements were made of elevator angles in pull outs at 
various speods with applied normal aoceleratlons of up to I.25 'g' at 
one loading condltlon only. These menoeuvrablllty and stablllty 
measurements wore made generally at altitudes of up to 12,000 ft. At a 
higher altltudo, 30,000 ft, tho longltudlnal ooclllatory behaviour was 
recorded. 

5.3 Lateral and Dlrectlonal Stability and Control 

Rates of roll were measured over a range of airspeeds from 
115 to 240 knots 1.6-S. at altltudos of between 2,000 and 10,000 ft. 

In the same altitude range, oommonclng from trimmed speeds in 
steady lcvcl flight between 150 and 220 knots I.A.S., rudder and aileron 
angles to malntaln steady angles of sldesllp were measured, together wrth 
maximum rates of yaw on applying and taking off rudder. 

At an altitude of 30,000 ft en lnvostlgatlon was made of the 
lateral and dlrcctlonal oscillatory bohavlour. 

5.4 Control wath Asylnmmlc Power 

At low altitude and azrspoed, and at maxlmwn power, records 
wore mado of control surface angles to trim vvlth asymmetrlo power, end 
of rates of roll into and away from the dead enenes. Tho dynamic 
bchavlour subsequent to cnono failure at low airspeeds, 110 - 130 knots, 
was also mvostlgated. 

5.5 Ealllng Behaviour 

Records of tho,stallmg behavrour m steady straight flight 
were made with flaps and floats both extended and retracted. These tests 
were made at an altitude of approxunately 10,000 ft and at low power, 
approxlmatoly 7$5GC c.r.p.m. 

5.6 Gonoral Wator Hsndllng and Stabllltv 

A general asscssmont of the water hendlmg oharacterlstlcs was 
made, together wath records of take-offs and landangs at various fixed 
elevator settings at all-up wolghts of between 225,000 and 300,000 lb, 
and a C.G. posltion of 29.5 per cent S.M.C. Taxying speeds and turnlrg 
behaviour on the bator wore mvectlgatcd. The sca condltlons varied from 
glassy calm to 1+ ft soas wath a 20 to 1 length to hclght ratio. 

Out of wand take-offs wore madc mth cross-wmd components of 
up to 12 knots In order to assess the handling characterlstlcs 1n this 
condltlon together vnth the effects on pcrformancc. 

). 
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6. RESULTS OF TESTS 

6.1 General Handling (Air) 

The general handling qualities under all conditions of flight 
are discussed separately in paragraph 7. , 

6.2 Longztudinal Stability and Manoauvrabillty 

6.2.1 Static Stick Fixed Stability 

The results of elevator snglc to trim measurements are 
presented as n vs. CR in Figures 7 and 8. Figure 7 shows stability 
with the flaps and floats retracted at various powor settings, unth the 
C.G. at 32 per oent S.M.C., and at one powor sottlng with the C.G. at 
28 per cent S.M.C. In Figure 8, the results with flaps end floats 
extended are prosonted for a C.G. position of 32 per oent S.M.C. at two 
power settings, For comparison, the stability characteristics with flaps 
and floats retracted at the same powor settings and C.G. position are also 
included on this graph. 

On Figure 9, the stick faxed static mar ins are presented for 
the two C.G. positions (28 and 32 per cent S.M.C. at maximum continuous ‘3 
powor. For reference purposes, on Figure 9 the variation of propeller 
thrust coefficient (To) with CR has boon shown for the tako-off and 
maximum continuous power sottlngs appropriate to the elevator trim 
measurements. 

6.2.2 Stick Fixed Manoeuvrability 

In Figure IO the elevator angles to trim and to apply 0.5 and 
1.0 g normal acoeleratlon are plotted as 11 vs. CR for a C.G. position 
of 30.5 por cent S.M.C. at an all-up weight of 270,000 lb with maximum 
continuous powor at 10,000 ft. These results have then been znterpreted 
in terms of elevator movement por ‘g’ and force per lg’ (based on the 
elevator load curves of Figure 5) end are plotted in Figure IO as n per 
‘g’ and stick force per ‘g’ against CR for 0.5 and 1.0 g applied 
accelerations. 

6.2.3 Longitudinal Oscillations 

Time history plots of the aircraft behaviour subsequent to 
sharp elevator displaooment in both directions are shown in Fagure 11. 
Thesc results are for levsl flight at 30,000 ft with maximum continuous 
power and a mid C.G. position. 

6.3 Lateral end Directional Stability and Control 

6.3.1 Rolling Performsnoo -- 

The results of the rate of roll measurements with flaps end 
floats rotractcd are plotted in Figure 12 and are interpreted so as to 
present rate of roll for aileron englos of between 0 to 20 degrees and 
forward speeds of 100 to 240 knots E.A.S. Shown also on this figure is 
tho design limiting aileron angle over the speed range as governed by 
the maximum hinge moment (power pack blow off operating) end the low 
speed rolling requircnont pb/2v = 0.07 radians. 

6.3.2 Sldesllpping 

The sideslipping bohaviour with flaps and floats retracted, 
appropraate to en altltudc of 5,000 ft and airspeeds in excess of 
150 knots I.A.S. is shown in Figure 13. 

Id 
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In this figure the steady angle of sidcslip is plotted against 
rudder and aileron angle. The maximum rate of yaw attained on application 
of rudder before steady sideslip occurs is plotted against applied rudder 
angle,.and the maximum restoring rate of yaw on returning the rudder to 
neutral when in a condition of steady sideslip is plotted against the 
sidcslip angle. Tho power conditions are approprlato to that required for 
level flight at each speed. 

6.3.3 Oscillatory Stabilitx 

In Figures 14 and 15, time histories are presented of the 
behaviour of the aircraft subsequent to sharp application of the aileron 
with rudder held fixed and rudder with aileron held fixed. These histories 
are appropriate to level flight at 30,000 ft, at maximum continuous powcr. 

6.4 Control with As.ymmetric Power 

6.4.1 Stoady Flight at Low Airspeeds 

The rudder and aileron angles to maintain steady straight flight 
at low altitude with wings level, under take-off asymmetric powcr 
conditions with flaps and floats retracted, are plotted against mdioated 
airspeed in Figure 16. 

6.4.~ Rolling Performance 

The results of mcasurcmcnts of'ailoron offcctivenoss under 
asymmetric power conditions arc also plotted in Figure 16 in terms of 
rate of roll for various alleron angles (Into and away from the dead 
ongmcs) against indicated airspeed. 

6.4.3 D.ynamic Behaviour at Low Airspeeds 

A time history of behaviour subsequent to a simulatnd engine 
failure of engines 1, 2A and 2B simultaneously at 110 knots I.A.S. 
altitude of 2,300 ft with a corrective action time delay of approximately 
5 seconds is presented in Figure 17. 

6.5 Stallmg Behaviour 

An assessment of the stalling behaviour wath flaps and floats 
both extended and retracted based on qualitative xmprcssions and 
quantltativo results 1s presented m paragraph 7. 

6.6 Gcncral Water Handling, Spray Characteristics and Stabilitx -_I- 

6.6.1 General He.ndlmn& 

A general handling assessment covering take-offs into and 
across wind, landings, taxying and manoeuvring on the water is given in 
paragraph 7. 

6.6.2 Spray Characteristics 

The spray characteristics are discussed in paragraph 8.4.1. 

6.6.3 Water Stability 

Hull trim attitudes during take-offs and lendings are plotted 
m Figures 18 and 19 and show the cffoct of weight, elevator angle 
setting and power at a fixed C.G. position. (29.5 per cent S.M.C. 1. 

flap 
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7. PILOT'S ASSES= OF GEZIFRAL HANDLING 

7.1 General 

In an aircraft with a fully powered irreversible control system, 
control-free characteristics cannot be assessed in the hitherto accepted 
sense; they do exist however but are purely a function of the artificial 
feel generator (hardener), The forces involved are quite arbitrary but 
they indlrectly define the easo and safety with which the aircraft can be 
flown. Alteration of hardener characteristics ten from force feel alone, 
completely alter the apparent stability characteristics to the pilot for 
a given manoeuvre though the control angle to trim remains unaltered. 

&ualitatively the true longitudinal characteristics - and to a 
lesser degree both the lateral and directional ones as well - were masked 
by backlash in the control circuit. The power of the aircraft controls 
was such that relatively small control angles were needed end backlash, 
though small in relation to the total travel, was large in relation to 
the control demand. The result of backlash superimposed on en unsatisfactory 
stick to control surface gear. rati. has been to give an impression at times 
of apparent instability which has been caused by soarching and over- 
sensitivity. 

Modification to the stick to el&ator gear ratio produced 
improved, but not entirely acceptable, feel characteristics although the 
quantitative results were satisfactory. (Seo paragraph 8.1). It would 
appear that tho undesirable characteristics produced at the pilot's 
control could be eliminated by mechanical means. 

7.2 Water Handling 

Engine conditions for taxying were dictated partly by electrical 
generating requirements and partly by the fact that the pilot had no control 
of throttles until flight idling c.r.p.m. were reached. with 24 volt 

generation on engines 2 end 5 only, and a restriction placed on running a 
half-coupled engine without its companron for more then 5 mmutes, It wes 
normal to have engines 2a, 2b, 5a and 5b under pilot control at flight 
idling c.r.p.m. end propellers in superfine pitch (-9 degrees), 
immediately after slipping moorings. The outboard units with reversible 
propellers were also kept at flight idling c.r.p.m. which was the minimum 
for the reversing operation, Forward speed with 6 engines at flight idling 
c.r.p.m. was approxlnately 8 - IO hots and higher than desirable in 
restricted waters, but it could be controlled down to sero by use of the 
reversing propellers. These features introduced difficulties for moorlng 
operations which could not be improved to any extent by the use of 
drogues. This aspect is covered in Reference 2. In near calm conditions 
a turning radius of about I& - 2 spans could be obtained, with six units 
running at flight idling c.r.p.m. if the manoeuvre commenced from sero 
speed, and using full thrust from an outboard engine plus a small 
percentage from the e&oinmg coupled unit. In winds of 15 knots or 
more, when turning across or through 180 degrees downwind, larger power 
increments were noeded from the coupled units to keep a reasonable 
turning circle. The wing tip float buoyancy was adequate for all water 
manoeuvres, there being no tendency for either float to dig in. 

Directronal forces opposing yawing motions rncreased 
noticeably with forward speed; when all engines were running at flight 
idling c.r.p.m. the turning radius was increased by the relatively higher 
texymg speed. In this configuration tho use of full reverse thrust from 
one engine would bring the turning radius down to the equivalent of that 
obtained with six units at flight idling c.r.p.m. and without reverse 
thrust. 

Weathercocking/ 
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Weatherccckrng characterlstrcs appeared to be normal, having 
regard to the hrgh lnertra of such a large arrcraft. At eero or near 
serc speeds rn runnmg trdcs the component resulting from ccmblned air 
and water drag appeared to bc influenced mcro by the former then mrght 
have been expected. When texyrng dead Into wand mrncr ccrrectrcns for 
c~ursc could be made wrth the rudder, cthermso of ccurse power steerrng 
was more efficrent. 

7.3 Take-Offs and Climb-Away 

The artlfrcral feel forces selected for the aircraft were low 
enough to enable a take-off run to be made wrth only one hand on the 
control column and wlthcut any undue effort. Foot forces were 
proportionately low. Tho SIX throttles, whrch had a ccmbrned cperatlng 
load of 12 - 15 lb could be handled wrth ease, Isclatrcn of indrvrdual 
fhrCt’Glos to correct rnclprent yaw at the start of the run, could be 
done wrthcut undue ccncontratlcn. 

When travelling rntc wmd, or m sero wmd, If all throttles 
were opened qurckly no yaw normally rosultcd. NC hcckrng tendencies 
showed up at any trme and divcrgencres due to small cross-mnd gust 
components or unequal pcwcr appllcatrcns wore slow to materrallse and 
were easily ccrrcctod. The rudder began to become effoctrve at about 
30 hots au speed. . 

From commencement of take-off to hump trim, which was 
relatively low at about 10 degrees (sco paragraph 8.4.1) the transitron 
was gentle and almost unnctrceable to the pllot. Similarly the pcst- 
hump pitch forward to the planing conditions was gentle the rcsultlng 
cscillatrcn beIngstow to materialise and this could easily be damped by 
upward elevator movement after 2 or 3 cycles, Appllcaticn of coarse 
negative elevator as the lnrtral nose-down moment occurred would normally 
prevent any oscillation at all. Flap settings of up to 50 per cent wore 
used on take-offs and the nose-down tram duo to ground effect made no 
abncmal demand on the olevatcr. 

With full aileron applrcatrcn the down mng float could be 
brought clear of the water at about hump speedy wrth a normal singlc- 
handed control movement of about 70 to 75 por cent travel an increase of 
roughly 10 knots in the cloarancc spcod would ccour. 

A C.G. rango of 29 to 33 per cent S.M.C. was ccvcred durrng tests; 
water ccndrtlcns varied from glassy calm to the case of a 4 ft sea mth 
2021 length to height ratlo. Wrth correct and normal pcslticning of 
olevatcrs no pitching ulstabllaty shcwod up at any ccndltaon and there 
appeared to be adequate elevator pcwcr avarlablc for a forward extensron 
of the C.G. Rough water take-offs could not be attempted wrthcut risk 
of bendrng the trps of the lnbcard prcpellcrs 
sustained rn heavy chops'(seo paragraph 8.4.1). 

damage to them havang been 
The only unusual feature of 

chop ccndrtrcns was that of slrght hull pcundrng but there was rnsufficient 
ovrdcnce to detormlne the ccnditlcns under which thas could occur xnce It 
was exporlenccd at weights between 240,000 and 310,000 lboand at speeds 
between 40 - 70 hots! the height and length ratio of the chop also varrcd 
from run to run. 

At the aftermost C.G. pcsrtrcn tcstod (33 per cent S.M.C.) the 
aircraft appeared neutrally stable lcngrtudlnally between unstrck and 
approximately 140 knots - at full power. The stabilising effect duo to 
ground effect was a powerful one and It completely disappeared at about 
50 ft, but~when the aircraft attalnod apprcxrmately 140 hots the increasing 
stabilrty due to accelcratlcn more than compensated for the decrease of the 
stabillslng ground effect. At the forward C.G. positron, strck forces 
could be comfortably malntarncd up to steady climb speed either in or cut 
of the ground cushlcn wnthcut retracting the flaps. Float retraction had 
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no apparent effect on longitudinal stability though a mild Jolt could be 
felt as each float reached its locked up position. Both the nose down 
moment due to flap retraction and the resultant sink if uncorrected, were 
mild and inncoucus, flap movement was slow and the speed of retraction 
ideal. 

Lateral and directional stability were good on unstick and 
climb away! there was no lateral change of trim as flqats were retracted 
although they wore not synchronised. 

7.4 Steady Flight at Low Airspeed 

7.4.1 Power On 

At maximum continuous power, outside the ground cushion and 
with flaps up there was a fcclmg of slight longitudinal instability at 
any C.G. pcsltlcn, snd speeds below l&O knots I.A.S. Likcvnse, in steady climb 
conditions at any of the C.C. pcsitlcns tested there seemed to be only 
Just neutral longitudinal stability between 155 knots, I.A.S. which was 
initial climbing speed, and 145 knots which gave best climb at higher 
altitudes. 

Laterally end directionally the stability was satisfactory in 
the climbing airspeed range but the comments on control to control surface 
gear ratio apply to rudder and aileron as well as elevator. Strong adverse 
aileron yaw characteristics existed (see paragraph 8.2.3) even at low 
speeds and it was not possible to monitor the aircraft directionally with 
any accuracy by aileron alone, though the amount of compensating rudder 
was small. 

7.4.2 Power Off (Flight Idling c.r.p.m.) 

From the speed at which flaps could be lowered (165 knots) 
down to a circuit speed of about 140 hots, the stability characteristics 
about all axes were good and control responses excellent. If flaps were 
lowered at the maximum permissible speeds for sny given setting the 
change of true was gentle, with small stick movements and forces needed 
to compensate for it. 

Lowering of floats had no apparent effect on either lateral 
trim or stability, though they unlocked and lowered asymmetrically. 

7.5 Stalling Behaviour 

Only brief stalling tests have been made at two aircraft 
weights of 285,000 lb and 270,000 lb, C.G. position 29.5 per cent S.M.C., 
with all engines operating at flight idlmg c.r.p.m. and in two aircraft 
configurations. 

(a) Clean (flaps and floats retracted). 
(b) Flaps and floats extended. 

7.5.1. Clean 

With the aircraft in straight steady flight, speed was reduced 
at a rate of about half a knot per second. An actual stall did not occur 
in this clean condition, there being only a series of slow large amplitude 
pitching motions and roooveries, at an airspeed of about 101 hots I.A.S. 
Buffeting set in at approximately seven knots above this pitching speed, 
becoming heavy at the minimum speed. Lateral control could be maintained 
during the pitching, and easing the stick forward brought instant recovery. 

7.5.21 
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7.5.2 Flaps and Floats Extended 

Buffeting is less violent with flaps and floats dolrm and again 
commences at about seven knots above the actual stall. About 80 per cent 
of maximum up elevator was requrred to produce the stall at about 
92 hots I.A.S. whrch resulted in a fairly steep nose dorm attitude. 
Lateral control could be maintained to within about 2 loots of the fall 
avmy . Two stalls wore made without wing drop but either port or starboard 
wing could drop; lateral trm and arleron position at tho actual stall 
probably dictates the final attrtude but insufficient tests wore made to 
say conclusively the dctermlnlng factor. There was no splnnlng tendency 
end allcron powcr was adequate to bring the wing up immediately speed 
increased with the nose drop. 

For Its sr~e and wing loading the stall characteristics of this 
aircraft cannot be said to be vicious~ adequate warning 1s provided by the 
buffeting. 

7.6 Cruise end Hrgh Speed Flight 

The maJority of flying took place below 15,000 ft, end, at tho 
aftcrmost C.G. position of 33 per oont S.M.C., longitudinal stick fixed 
stability was positlvo from 165 knots I.A.S. to the maxo.mum divmg spocd. 
The stick force por 1,' was considered satisfactory in a 2g manoeuvre 
(see paragraph 8.1.2) after the strck to surface movement ratio had bocn 
modiflcd; this aspect 1s covered in paragraph 3.4.2 and in detail in 
Reference 2, insofar as it relates to the Power Control Systems. 

At 30,000 ft vnth a C.G. position of approximately 29.5 per cent 
S.M.C., the longitudinal stability folt about neutral though elevator tram 
measurcmonts show it to be positive (see paragraph 8.1.1). With reduced 
damping at height, the dostabilismg effect caused by tho backlash and 
over-sensitivity of control was similar in the oruiso to that experienced 
in the climb. Tho modification to the elevator control run which decrcasod 
the stick to surface movement ratio was not incorporated for the high 
altitude flights, but Judging from the results at low altitude tho new 
ratio would have made handling quite satisfactory at high altitude also. 

The tendency to overcorrect about the lateral end dIrectiona 
axes was also more noticeable at hagh altrtudo but the overall handling 
characteristics at 30,000 ft wore satisfactory. 

7.7 Approach and Landing 

Though the intended 6porational procedure was to cut one half 
of each coupled engino during the let-dorm, this method was precluded 
by the restriction against operating a half coupled unit alone. 

Landing weights on test flights were usually well above an 
opcratlonal landing weight and it was customary to maintain ton engines 
at flrght Idlang c.r.p.m. or above during the approach, since at the 
rolativcly low power of the Proteus II a baulked landing could not always 
bo safely made on six cngmes. Nevorthcless, final approaches and landings 
wcro mado with various combinations of flight end ground idling r.p.m. 
from coupled ongLnos, as well as with circumstantial ongino-out cases. 

With the propellers at tho flight fine pitch setting, and with 
all eng;mes fully throttled, the idling thrust was relatively high, and 
en approach at 1.25 times touch-down speed produced a very flat flight 
path. Desplte the coarsening of attitude on flare-out as the Influence of 
ground effect increased, the deceleration remained slow. Reducing the four 
inboard onglnos to ground idling c.r.p.m. during the flare-out was of some 
assistance, and thus on occasion was done at 100 - 150 ft In whloh case the 
pilot was then committed to the landing and an overshoot could only be made 
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lf flaps were first retracted by about 50 per cent. Measured rates of 
descent showed that there was as little as 100 f.p.m. increase when four 
half-units of coupled engines were brought to ground idling c.r.2.m. as 
compared to the condrtion with ton cnginss at flight idling c.r.p.m. 
Operationally a higher flap and/or propcllor drag would bc desirable in 
order to obtain a controlled flight path of reasonable angle. 

,&uantitatlvc landing mcasurcmcnts were made at a C.G. position 
of 29.5 per cent S.M.C. although on one test a landing m:ts made at 
27.5 per cent S.N.C. Adequate negative elevator was then available and 
would have permitted operation at's more forward C.G. position. The 
aftcrmost C.G. position at which lendmgs were made was 32.5 per cent S.N.C., 
the aircraft bcmg longrtudinally stable right down to touch-down spocd. 
Flap position at approach power conditions did not materrally alter the 
longitudinal characteristics. Landings have been made with flap settings 
from zero to fully down, the amount of elevator required during flare-cut 
and touch down for a glvcn contact attitude being proportionate to flap 
mglc. Ground effect was progressively notrcsable frcm a height of 
about 10 feet downwarts and was greatly influericcd by flap angle. 

Touch-down speed was generally 95 - 100 knots I.A.S. and was 
not noticeably affcctcd by the last 25 per cent of flap increment, but 
full flap was considered essential for drag reasons. The lower limit of 
water stability on landing has been crossed on several occasions - the 
hull datum being about 3 degrees, the resultant oscillation was gentle 
and no skipping occurred. It could bc quickly damped by increasing tho 
attitude. The upper limit has never been reached at any touch-down attitude 
attained - the maximum being 8 degrees. The maximum attitude during 
deceleration irrespective of C.G. position was about 12 dogroes, and by the 
application of pcwor at an appropriate tune it could be reduced. 

7.8 c ross-Wind Behaviour on the Water 

Flight tests Jnded before any conclusion could be drawn as to 
cross-~vmd handling characteristics. Tho only quantitative test was mado 
in a 12 knot cross-wmd component at an all-up weight of 262,000 lb with 
a view to determining a suitable technique end to assess the effects on 
performance. Tho limiting cross-rend component would, in the first 
instance, depend on the loss in performance during acceleration to and 
ever the hump, due to the throttling of down-wrnd engmes. 

8. DISCUSSION OF QUANTITATIVE RESULTS 

8.1 .LonPitudinal Stability and Manocuvrabillty 

8.1.1 Static Stick Fixed Stability 

The basic requirements of longitudinal stability arc for 
positive stability stick free under all flight conditions, and for a margin 
of stick-fscc cvcr ctlck-fixed stability not greater than 5 per cent. 
This normally permrts of operations at C.G. positions which give a 
slightly negatlvc stick-fixed static margin. 

Whilst tho aircraft has no stick-free stability as such, the 
hardener system governs the stick forces rcquircd to change speed (see 
paragraph 7.1), and those will become zero when the aircraft is 
neutrally stable stick fixed and be reversed when it becomes unstable. 
Any feeling of instability will, generally, be proportional to the 
degree to which the system produces a feel of stick-free stability. The 
criterion therefore for longitudinal stability in this case 1.3 for 
positive stability stick fixed under all flight conditions. 

The/ 
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The systematic measurements of elevator angles to trim which 
have been made are shown in Figures 7 and 8. In Figure 7 which is for the 
aircraft in a clean configuration, i.e., floats and flaps retracted, the 
effect on the elevator angle to tram of the,power setting at one - 
C.G. position (32 per cent S.M.C.) and of C.G. position at one power 
setting, (9,500 c.r.p.m.) is clearly shown. From these latter measurements’ 
the stick fixed statlo stability margins (K,) have been determined and 
are presented in Figure 9, although the C.G. range covered (4 per cent S.M.C.) 
is smaller than is generally considered desirable for accurate determination 
of the statz margins. 

The measurements withflaps and floats extended (Flgure 8) were 
made at one C.G. position only (32 per cent S.M.C.) making any quantitative 
assessment of the stability margin impossible. However, a comparison of the 
trim curve slopes for this and the d&m case indicates that with the flaps 
and floats down the aircraft is probably as stable at 10,000 c.r.p.m. at low 
airspeeds, as with flaps and floats up at 9,500 0.r.p.m. With flight idling 
power settings the curves in both configurations suggest adequate positive 
stability. With flaps and floats retracted the static margins indicate that 
wzth maximum continuous power the aircraft is neutrally stable at a CB of 
1.3 to I.4 at a C.G. position of 32 per cent S.&C., the stability rapidly 
becomulg positive with increase in speed. The slopes of the elevator trim 
curves for maximum power with flaps and floats extended and retracted suggest 
that at the same C.G. position neutral stability occurs at CB values of 
about 1.6 and 1.1 respectively. 

For the ‘power on casts at lower CR values where the aircraft is 
stable, the elevator movements to change speed are small, the corresponding 
stick movements and forces therefore being small also. For example, at the 
aft C.G. position wath ys500 c.r.p.m. the elevator movement to Increase 
speed from 120 to 140 knots E.A.S. at 250,000 lb (CR 1.0 to 0.75) is about 
0.6 degrees and the corresponding angular stick movement is about the ssme, 
the linear movement at the top of the stick being of the order of 0.35 m. 
This small movement is within the backlash of the control circuit (sea 
paragraph 2.3 and Figure 5) so that the forces involved would be negligible 
giving an impression of near neutral stability. Reference to Figure 9 shows 
that over the range considered the stick-fixed static margin is in fact 
quite positive, increasing from 8 per cent to 16 por cent. Any reduction in 
the stick-fixed static margin, either by decrease in speed or increase in 
power would of course aggravate the impression of neutral stability and it is 
for this reason that the investigations into stick to elevator gearing were 
made. 1 

These same remarks apply to the stability at high altitude where 
brief chocks have indicated no deterioration of stick-fixed stability, 
although the decreased speed (CR) range available in level flight would 
tend to give an impression of less stability than at lower altitudes, for 
the same reasons as those discussod above. 

Bearing in mind that the measurements are not sufficiently 
adequate to confirm fully all of these indications, it is clear from the 
qualitative and quantitative assessment that the least stable case is that 
of low speed, at full power with flaps and floats retracted, which is 
appropriate to the initial climb away after unstick. Under flight 
conditions of normal climb, high altltudo cruise, descent and approach 
conditions, positive stability would probably bc maintained with 
C.G. positions of about 40 per’oent S.M.C. 

The furthest aft position at which take-offs have been made is 
33 per cent S.M.C. and any lack of longitudinal stability has produced no 
undesirable handling characteristics. A flap setting of 20 per cent is 
normally used for take-off and tho measured results indicate that flap has 
no appreciable stabilising effect. This fact, together with the probablo 
stabilising influence which ths ground effect has on an aircraft of the 
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s~~.ae of the Prmcess (see paragraph 7.3), would indrcate that a higher 
degree of stablllty exists after take-off than the full power measurements 
in free air vvlth the flaps up, presented in Figure 7, would suggest. The 
llmlt>ng aft C.G. posrtion for the take-off and lnltlal climb would be 
about 35 per cent S.&C. at whzch posltlon, with the exlstlng hardener 
system, the aircraft would not feel any less stable than with the C.G. 
at 33 per cent S.M.C. The dosxrable operating technlquc would be to 
accelerate rapldly to 140 knots, and then to reduce power before raxlng 
the flaps, hence clunbmg away m condltlons of adequate positive stablllty. 
The baulked landing case has then to be consldered, but at a reduced fuel 
load the C.G. would be further forward than in the take-off case and if the 
flaps were raised to the take-off setting no rnstablllty would occur. 

8.1.2 Stick-Flxed Manoeuvrablllty 

The measurements of the elevator angles to manoeuvre (Figure 10) 
indlcato satxfactory charactcrlstics at the wolght (27O,OOO lb) and C.G. 
posl'clon (31 per cent S.&C.) tested. The elevator movement per 'g' 1s 
positive end reasonably large, the lower values based on 0.5 'g' applied 
as opposed to those mth 1.0 tg' applied, might suggest that the elevator 
power per degree movement of the surface 1s greater at the small elevator 
angles. 

The percentage of the total elevator movement (as lunited by the 
design maxllllum huge moment) required to produce 1.0 'g' 1s approximately 
47 per cent for airspeeds between 150 and 250 knots. 

The maximum applied normal aoceleratlon would therefore be of the 
order of 2.0 lgr (3.0 'g' mdlcated). The case xxth which the elevator 
angle can be applied LB a function of the hardener charaotcrlstlcs, and 
from these the stick force per 'g' has been derived and is Included m 
Figure 10. The mean force per 'g' over the speed range (150 - 250 knots) 
1s 35 lb unth 1.0 'g' applied, which 1s approximately 75 per cent of the 
force requued to produce the maxmum avaIlable elevator angle. 

8.1.3 Longltudlnal Osclllatlons 

A brief investigation of the longltudlnal short period 
oscillatory stablllty has been made at an altltudc of 30,000 ft. There 
1s no short period osclllatlon for tho control free cast, the control 
centring characterlstlcs being only a function of tho hardenor. Tho 
alrcraft behaviour subsequent to a sharp out of trim elevator deflectlon 
lmmedlately returned to the trim posltlon, was hoavlly dsmped, typlcal 
time historIes for both a posltlve and negative elevator deflectlon being 
shown m Figure 11, these being appropriate to an aucraft wolght of 
240,000 lb and C.G. posItIon of 29.2 per cent S.M.C. It \vlll be seen that 
the pltchmg mo%lon 1s damped out m 1 cycle m about 4 seconds, Other 
than the fact that the power of the elevator has gxvon rise to an apparent 
Increase UI sensltlvlty at tho reduced speed rengc at high altitude 
(paragraph 7.6 and 8.1.1) there have been no signs of any long period 
osclllatlon. 

8.2 Lateral and DIrectIonal Stablllty and Control 

8.2.1 Rolling Performance 

The low altitude (up to 10,000 ft) rolling performance (Flguro 1;) 
has been dcrlved from a scr~os of measurements over a wide range of 
alrspceds and aileron applrcatlons. This data which 1s related to flaps 
and floats retracted, (no measurements having been made vnth them extended) 
indicates adequate aileron powor at all alrspeeds. 
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The basic low-speed rolling requirement is that at 1.3 times 
the Stallmg spsed,the helical angle should not be less than 0.7 radians. 
This helical angle is plotted on Figure 12 and shoes that at 1.3 Vs 
(130 hots), the requirement is met with 14 degrees of alla-on which is 
70 Per Cent of tho total movement available at that speed. The associated 
control force simulated by the hardener is 23 lb. 

The damping-in roll was good in all of the measured cases, a 
steady rate Of roll being established within one second of the, aileron 
movement coasmg. Other aspects are discussed In paragraph 8.2.3. 

8.2.2 Sideslipplng 

The steady sideslip behaviour and recovery defines'the static 
directional stability in terms of yawing moment due to sidoslip (nv) and- 
lateral stability in terms of rolling moment duo to sidoslip (1,). 

The results prosonted in Figure 13 show rudder and aileron 
angles to maintain steady sideslip, together with maximum induced and 
restoring rates of yaw for symmetric Power flaps end floats rctractcd. 
Insufficient measurements are available to detect any significant varlatlon 
wrth airspeed or direction of sidosllp, and therefore singla lines have 
been drawn through the points in each case. 

The rudder is amply effcctivc, at small angles, angle of side- 
slip per degree of rudder application being 1.2, decreasing with increasing 
angle of slip to approximately 0.5 at 8 degrees. The amount of sideslip 
which can be applied at any airspeed is a function of the rudder movement 
available,for the maximum hango moment, and is of the order of 6 degrees at 
250 knots, 8.5 degrees at 200 knots, and, extrapolating, would bo a maximum 
of about 15 degrees at the limiting rudder angle of 30 degrees at 120 knots 
E.A.S. The estimated fin stalling angle is 24 degrees and therefore there 
would appear to be a good margin to prevent fin stalling under both steady 
and dynamic conditions. There is no rudder aorodynemio over-balance in the 
normal sense9 any such tendency would only be shown by relating power pack 
output pressure to sideslip, or by the ability to obtain greater rudder 
angles than the design maximum, and no such measurements were made. 

The effectiveness of the rudder in producing yaw is shown as the 
maximum rate of yaw attained against rudder angle and is 0.33 degrees per 
second per degree of rudder application. In general, the maximum rate 1s 
attained about 2 seconds after the rudder has coascd moving and becomes 
zero (steady sideslip) after 5 seconds. The restoring rata of yaw on 
returning rudder and ailerons to neutral IS 0.29 degrees per second per 
degree of sideslip and is indicative of positive directional stability. 

The aileron angle required to maintaul steady sidesllp is 
against rudder, i.e., to prevent rolling away from the direction of side-' 
slip, end is of the order of 0.35 degrees per degree of sideslip, end 
indicates positive lateral stability. A measure of the order of the 
rolling moment due to the sideslip may be obtained by relating tho aileron 
angleto trim, to the rata of roll produced by application of the same 
surface angle m steady flight. For exemplo, 2 degrees of aileron 1s 
required at about 6 degrees of sidaslip, and referring to Figure 12 this 
would produce a rate of roll of 2 degrees por second at 180 knots E.A.S. 
in steady flight. 

The dynamic behaviour following sharp applications of aileron 
and rudder is discussed in the following paragraph. It is relevant to 
note here that in the course of the sideslips no, significant change 111 
longitudinal trim was observed. 
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8.2.3 Oscdlatory Stabdlty 

The dynamic lateral and directional stability has been examined 
only briefly in level cruising flight at 30,000 f&but the time histories 
obtained (Figures 14 and 15) are interesting. 

Referring to Figure 14s which is for a sharp deflection of 
aileron through 13 degrees, rapidly returned to neutral with rudder held 
fixed, the adverse aileron yaw is apparent. In the roll to starboard the 
h_lgher induced drag of the down-going port aileron has produced a yaw to 
Port giving rise to sideslip to starboard. When the aileron 1s taken off 
the aircraft commences to roll back, and the restoring yawulg moment to 
starboard takes effect to reduce the sideslip which results in a rolling 
moment to starboard; this in turn temporarily csnocls the r&storing 
rolling moment to port until the angle of sideslip which has overswung 
is reduced again by yawing to port, producing a rolling moment which now 
assists the return to a wing level state. This behaviour is well damped 
and indicates good oscillatory stability characteristics. 

?igure 15 shows the offoot of a sharp rudder application of 
8 degrees to starboard with ailerons held fixed. The resulting rate of 
yaw produces a sideslip to port, the combined effect of which 1s to. 
produce roll to starboard. Restoring forces rapidly take effect, the 
resulting motion being well damped. 

Each of the motions discussed above was repeated in tho 
opposite directions, the behaviour being substantially the sa~~rc. For 
this flight condition at least, it can be said that lateral and directional 
oscillatory stability characteristics are satisfactory, and taken in the 
light of the rolling and sideslip behaviour suggests that the overall 
lateral and directional control is good, 

8.3 Control with Asyrmnetric Power 

8.3.1 Steady Straight Flight at Low Airspeeds 

The rudder and aileron angles to trim shOvM in Figure 16 wore 
measured with a degree of asymmetry representative of a projected 
dovelopnent of the Princess with six as opposed to ten engines. These 
measurements wore made prior to investigating the dynamic behaviour 
following sudden simulated engine failure, and reprcsontod a minimum 
control speed condition, flaps and floats retracted. At 110 knots I.A.S. 
(approximately 1.1 times the stalling speed) stoady straight flight oould 
be maintained with wings level with rudder and aileron angles of 17 degrees 
and 5 degrees respectively, the rudder angle being 57 per oont of the 
total available and the hardener pedal load being about 70 lb. 

extrapolation indicates that the asymmetry could still be held down to 
the stall (100 knots I.A.S.) at a rudder angle of 20 degrees. 

8.3.2 Rolling Performance 

The rolling performanoe with asymmetric power whloh is also 
shown in Figure 16 g~vos a measure of tho static rolling moment due to 
the asymmetry. The rata of roll with zero aileron is about 2 degrees 
per second into the dead engines , and the measurements show tho ability to 
roll into and away from the dead engines. The slope of the-rate of 
roll aileron deflection relationship at any speed is somewhat less into 
the dead engines than away from them, this effect probably,being attributable 
to rolling moment due to the rudder. Tho rudder angle being deflected to 
starboard to maintain steady trim (paragraph 8.3.1) contributes to the 
roll to port. 

It is interesting to note that the basic low speed rolling 
requirement that the helical angle should be not less than 0.07 radians 
at 1.3 times the stalling speed (paragraph 8.2.1) can still be met, 
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rolling against the dead engines. At 130 lcnots the rate of roll 
appropriate to the requirement is 8 degrees per second and reference to 
Figure 16 shows that this is Just attained with 20 degrees of aileron, 
which is the maximum available at this airspeed. 

8.3.3 Dynamic Behaviour at Low Axspecds 

The dynamic behaviour following simulated engino failure was 
investigated at various airspeeds with corrective action time delays of 
2 and 5 seconds. For the salre of simplicity in simulating sudden engine 
failure, engines 1, 2A and 2B were all cut to ground idling conditions, 
thoroby introducing a slightly higher degree of asymmetry than in the 
static ease (paragraph 8.3.1 and 2). A time history of the worst case 
tested (engines cut at 110 knots I.A.S. and corrective action time delay 
5 seconds), is presented in Figure 17. This shows that prior to 
corrective action borng taken the aircraft has banked (dead engines 
down) through 10 degrees, the heading’has changed 5 degrees to port and 
there are 2 degrees of srdeslip to starboard. The application of 
20 - 25 degrees of rudder and aileron at this condition has the effect 
of arresting the incrcaso’ in rate of yaw (stopping the accolcration in 

. yaw) and reducing the rate of roll. These rates are not shown in 
Figure 17 but the effects are immodiatcly apparent as at 9 seconds on the 
tlmo history (2 seconds after the control application) the angle of bank 
1s decreasing and the angle of sideslip and heading, while still increasing, 
are now doin 
(85 per cent ‘i 

SO at a steady rate. At 13 seconds pnth 25 degrees of rudder 
snd hardener pedal force 80 lb the rate of yaw decreases, 

becoming eoro at 15 seconds, at whxh point the change of heading end 
sideslip reach the maximum values attained. The change of heading is 
20 degrees, angle of sideslip 9 degrees, end the aileron angle 1s being 
gradually returned to neutral, 
starboard (dead engines up). 

the angle of bank berng 8 degrees to 
For the next 10 seconds (to 25 seconds) the 

aircraft is yawing to starboard reducing the sideslrp to zero and the 
heading to 6 dogreos from tho original, and the angle of bank to starboard 
is decreasing. During this period the speed had been permitted to mcrease 
to 120 knots with a slight loss in altitude, but at 25 seconds the spoed 
is again being reduced. At 30 seconds, (i.e., 26 seconds after engine cut, 
21 seconds after corrective action) a reasonably steady flight condition has 
been attained at the original airspeed. The rudder angle has been reduced 
to 19 degrees and aileron to 7 dogrces (17 and 5 degrees respectively for 
steady trim at 110 knots - Figure 16). The heading is 4 degrees from the 
original sidesliIg 2 degrcos to starboard (both decreasing) and the 
aircraft is bar&cd 4 degrees to port. 

The indications from this, togothor with the stoady trim and 
rolling characteristics, are that tho aircraft is adequately controllable 
down to 110 knots I.A.S. with a failure of the three outermost engines 
on one side, and a corrootivo action time delay of 5 seconds, which 1s a 
scvoro cast with the aircraft in its present form. The minimum control 
speed for failure of a mid-coupled unit would almost certainly be 
coincident with the stalling speed. Whilst this is indicative of the 
adequacy of the basic control charactcristios it should be borne in mind 
that the relatively light control forces, togother with low windmilling 
drag of tho propellers, arc a contributory factor to tho oaso of 
handling under asymmetric powor conditions. 

8.4 mr Behaviour 

8.4.1 Spray Charaotoristics 

In the course of the trials, take-offs have been made at all-up 
weights of up to 315,000 lb and in up to 4 ft seas. Under the highest 
moight ,s&. roughest sea conditions some bending of the inboard Propeller 
blades has occurred owing to the spray. 

This/ 
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This bending has in general been slight and within acceptable 
limits, but operations were normally restricted to relatively calm 
conditions. Tests were commenced on a propeller having strengthened tips, 
but flying was discontanued before any conclusive evidence of the effect 
of the stiffening could be determined, and this is discussed further in 
Reference 2. 

Fine spray entered the inboard propeller discs and engine-air 
intakes during the initial part of the take-off run under all conditions. 
This only occurred over a small speed range, the duration being of course 
dependent on alroraft weight and the effect of this is discussed in 
Reference 2. 

8.4.2 Take-Off Stability 

No attempt was made to determine water stability limits as 
such, and no steady speed water runs were mado. A series of take-offs 
was however made over a range of fixed elevator settings and all-up 
weights at a C.G. position of 29.5 per cent S.M.C. The handling aspects 
during these runs, and over the range of take-off conditions covered in 
the course of the tests is discussed in paragraph 7.2. 

The range of elevator angles covered in the stick-fixed take- 
offs was from -3 to -11 degrees throughout the speed range and +I0 degrees 
up to 60 knots. The hull attitude range covered was from 3 to IO degrees 
bctwoon 30 and 80 knots water speed. All the measurements were made with 
a wing flap setting of IO degrees down. The measurements of keel attitudes 
were plotted against all-up weight for various elevator angles and water 
speeds. In this way the effect of weight on attitude was determined, end, 
at the lowest water speeds considered, 30 and 40 hots, was negligible. 
At the higher speeds, 50 to 80 knots, the mean slope of the attitude 
versus weight curve at any elevator angle was 0.015 degrees per 1,000 lb. 
The measured attitudes wore then grouped into low and high weight values, 
and, where appropriate, corrected to weights of 24O,OOO and 290,000 lb by 
this relationship, the correctl&s being made to the nearest 0.1 degree. 

Theso corrected results were then plotted against elevator 
angle for water speeds of between 30 and 80 knots in IO knot increments. 
From the lines through these points the attitudes have been plotted against 
water speed for elevator angles of -10, 
two weights (Figure 18). 

-5, 0 and +lO degrees for the 

In this figure the ‘firm lines correspond to conditions which have 
been covered by the operating conditions and at which no instability has 
been encountered, the dotted extension for zero elevator above 60 knots 
being derived by extrapolation. For both weights the effectiveness of the 
elevator is the same, a change of 12 degrcos III elevator angle at the hump 
producing 1 dcgreo change in keel attitude. Free to trim (t, = 0) the 
effect of inorelLso in wclght is to increase the hump speed and attitude 
(6 knots and 0.8 dcgrces rcspectivoly between 240,000 lb and 290,000 lb . I 
At higher speeds the clovator is of course more effective requiring only 
about 4 degrees por degree of attitude at 80 knots, the effect of weaght 
remalnlng sensibly constant, 

These results whilst not bomg as complete as could be desired, 
do at least indiosce an acceptable dogroo of water stability during take- 
off. 

8.4.2 Landing Stability 

The landing behaviour has boen treated in the same manner as 
that of the take-offs in order to prepare the trim picture in Figure 19. 
No instability has been encountered with a C.G. position of 29.5 per cent 
S.U.C. over the range of measured stick fixed conditions, which were from 

-4/ 
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-4 to -15 degrees of elevator at high weights with wing flaps 45 degrees 
(fully down), -11 degrees with flaps 10 degrees down at high weights and 
flaps fully down at low weights. The hull attitude range covered was 
from 4 to 13 degrees at speeds between 30 and 80 knots. 

At a corrected weight of 29O,OOO lb the elevator effectiveness 
is roughly constant, being about 6 degrees per degree of attitude. The 
effect of weight is considerably greater than in the take-off case, being 
0.05 degrees per 1,000 lb at spcods down to 50 knots, lncrcasing to 0.07 
at 30 hots. This increase at low speeds is due to the more prolonged 
hump condition at the high weight. The effect of flap is to reduce the 
hull trim at any speed; in changing from 10 degrees to 45 degrees down at 
290,000 lb tho reduction is about 1 degree. For comparison with the 
landing case with 10 degrees flap at 29C,OOO lb the same case for the 
take-off with -10 degrees elevator angle has also been shown in Figure 19, 
giving a measure of the effect of power end acceleration on the attitude 
which at the hump reduce the trim by about 4 degrees. As for the take- 
off these results indicate acceptable water stability in the landing case. 

9. CONCLUSIONS 

The basic stability and controllability of the Princess about 
all axes in the air and on the water appears to be satisfactory over the 
range of enviaagod loading and operation conditions. Whilst the water 
stability tests have boon rather restricted in therr scope, the indications 
am that over the range of condrtions which have been covered 
(225,000 to 315,000 lb all-up weight, C.G. position 29 to 33 per cent S.M.C.) 
tho stability during take-off and landing is acceptable. 

With the existing propellers, it has been found desirable to 
restrict operations to rolativoly calm sea conditions, owing to the 
tendency for the propeller tips to be bent slightly due to the spree at 
high weights and rn relatively rough water (4 ft sea). Modifrcatrons were 
mado to tho tips of one propeller, but the tests were discontinued before 
any effect of a modification could be determined. Under choppy conditions 
slight hull pounding was encountered on ocoasions. 

Longitudinally, in the air, the limiting stability cass is that 
of low speed, full power with flaps and floats retraoted. This condition 
which is appropriate to lnltial climb away aftor unstick would determrne 
an aft C.G. for positive stabilrty of about 35 per oont S.&C. wxth a 
20 por cent flap setting for tako-off. In cruising flight the aircraft 
would be posrtively stabls with a C.G. position of 40 per cent S.M.C. 

The powor of tho control surfaces with the accompanying small 
control movements required, gives rise to low control forces with the 
cxistmg feel goncrator system. The nature of the control to control 
surface ratio masks the true stability characteristics, end in some cases 
the over-sensitivity produocs impressions of instability at condrtions 
whore there is in fact an adequate degree of positive stability. wh11st 
this is unsatisfactory tho solution is a mechanical rather than an 
aerodynamic ono. 

No assessment has been made of the handling with a half of 
any control surface inoperative, but the effectiveness of the full 
surface 1s such in all cases, that this behnvrour should be satisfactory 
particularly as an emorgcncy condition. It would in fact introduce a 
mox positive feel of stability owing to the larger control movements 
roquircd. 

The/ 
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The low speed flying behaviour 1s generally good there being 
adequate stall warrung m the form of arrframc buffetmg. The mlnlmum 
control speed for engme fallure in the take-off conflguratlon appears 
to colnclde rvlth the power off stallulg speed, the low w~ndnulling drag 
of the propeller on a two-shaft propeller turbine engine and the 
powered flying controls being unportant contributory factors to the 
ease of handling In thus condltlon. 

On the water, further develoment work to allow &eater 
flexlbllity of engine and propeller operating condltlons IS required to 
unprovo'the menoeuvrablllty. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

% = Resultant force coefflcicnt = W/+2" v1as 
, 

W = Aircraft all up wolght lb 

" Stondnrd sea lcvcl dcnnlty = 0.00238 slugs per cubic ft PO = 

s = 

Vl = 

v = 

Wing arca *q ft 

Equivalent am spocd v& - knots 

True alrspeed - krots (except for rolling requrement were V 
18 m ft px second) 

ls = 

Tc = 

Rclntlvo au? dcnslty = ' P/P" 

Propcllcr thrush coefficlont = 
2.856” pV=D' 

Thrust per couple propeller/ 

D = Propeller dlamotor - ft 

tz = 

b = 

Accclerztlon duo to gravity = 32.2 ft/saca 

Ring span ft 

P = 

5 = 

rl = 

E; = 

5 = 

P = 

Rate of roll - radians per second 

Stick fixed ststlc margin 

Elevator angle - degrees 

AllGron angle - degrees 

Rudder an&c - dcgrcos 

Anglo of sldcsllp - do,--rcas 

+2.856 m convcrsIon from knot9 to (ft/scc)a 
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APPENDIX1 

Aerodynamic Data 

span, floats up ,21y.5 ft 

Span, floats down 209.5 ft 

Gross area, 5,118 sq ft including float, actual 5019 sq ft 

N&t arca, 4810 sq ft including float, actual 

Aspect ratio 9.62 including float, actual 

Aerofoil section, basic ‘and root 

Acrofoil section, tip 

Standard mean chord 

Root chord 

Tip chord 12 ft 6 in. at wing/float Junction! 
proJected tip 

Thickness/chord ratio at tip (wing/float 
pnction) 

Thxckness/ohord ratio at root 

Dihedral 

Incidence to hull datum 

Washout (wing tip only) 

Flaps 

Type 

span, total 

Area, total 

Chord/local wing chord 

Setting, fully down 

hlcrons 

TYPO 

Span, total 

Area, aft of hinge, total 

Chord/local wing chord 

4711 sq ft 

8.74 

Goldstein (dovoloped) 

NACA 4415 (modified) 

23.33 ft 

30.0 ft 

11.0 ft 

0.15 

0.18 

00 0’ 

40 30' 

20 0’ 

Slotted 

92.83 ft 

570 sq ft 

0.212 

45" 

Plain 

95.0 ft 

;oo sq ft 

0.201 

Ailerons (oontmusd)/ 
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APPENDIX I (Continued) 

Ailerons 

Angular movement, up snd down 

TABS (One to each surface element - 
8 3.n s.11) 

Type 

Span, total (4 per side) 

Area total 

Tab chord/control chord 

Gearmg 

Tailplane and Elevators 

Tailplane span 

Tailplane end elevator, gross area 

Tailplane and elevator, n&t area 

Tailplano and elevator mean chord 

Tailplane aorofoil section- 

Root chord 

Tip chord 

Thickness/chord ratio at root 

Thiobess/chord ratio at tip 

Dihedral 

Incidence to hull datum 

Elevator span, total 

Elevator area 

Elevator chord/local tailplane ohord 

Elevator angular movement 
, 

Tail arm, from wing quarter mean 
chord point, to tailplane and 
elevator quarter mean chord 

Radius nose, sealed gap, geared 

31.95 ft 

26.95 sq ft 

0.201 

1:l 

77.~7 5% 

1103 sq ft 

1030 sq ft 

14.33 ft 

Goldstein (developed) 

22.08 ft 

6.75 ft 

0.152 

0.12 

120 

20 

67.08 ft 

259 sq ft 

0.275 

25Z"up, 200 down 

75.5 ft 

ELEVATOR TABS (Cnc to each surface element, 4 m all) 

Type Radius noses sealed gap, gcnrod 

Span, total (2 por side) 33.34 ft 

Arca, total 26.82 sq ft 

Tab chord/control chord 0.193 

Gearing I:1 Fin/ 
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A?J?ENDIX I (Contlnucd) 

Fm and Rudder 

Height 

Gross total area 

Mean chord 

Aerofoll soctlon 

Root chord 

Tip chord 

Thickness/chord ratlo at root 

Thlcltness/chord ratlo at tip 

Rudder aroa, total 

Rudder span 

31.5 ft 

569 sq ft 

18.08 ft 

Goldstcln (doveloped) 

25.5 ft 

11.08 ft 

0.149 

0.113 

111 sq ft 

23.25 ft 

Rudder chord/local fin chord 0.2 

Rudder angular movement, port and 30" 
starboard 

RUDDF,R TABS (flttod to lowcr olcmcnt only 

'7( 

-1 

Type 

SP2-n 

Area 

Tab chord/control chord 

Goarmg 

Hull 

Length 

Gross area 

Total wetted area 

Maxunum depth 

C:G. Datum 

Horizontal (aft of forward 
pcrpendlcular) 

Vertical (above hull bottom Iowl) 

Floats 

Length 

Dopth 

BsalU 

Radius nosc, sealed gap, geared 

5.125 ft 

5.45 w ft 

0,181 

181 

148.0 ft 

7,325 sq ft 

6,912 sq ft 

24.25 ft 

48.8 ft 

3.80 ft 

10 ft 0 in. 

5 ft 0 ln. 

4.33 .ft Ehglncs/ 
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APPE3DIX I (Contmed~ 

Faglnes 

Type Brrsto1 Proteus 
- 

Mark 600 single, 610 coupled 

Nommal rat mgs, sea level static: 

Mbaxim& 10,000 c.r.p.m. 2,500 S.H.P. + 820 lb Jet thrust 

Maxmum cont. muous 9,500 c.r.p.m. 2,050 S.H.P. + 700 lb jot thrust 

Propellers 

Type De-Havlllmnd k/6000/6, smglo, 4 + 4/6000/6-7-k 
coupled 

Dmmeter 16.5 ft 

Reduction gear 0.0877 angle, 0.084 coupled 

Pitch sottlngs (at 72 m. raclms) - 

Smgle Coupled 

Front Rear 

Reverse -3," - - 

Superfme - +j$c -60 

FlnC +230 +100 +9P 

Feathered +830 ~82~ ta1p 

APPENDIX II/ 
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APPENDIX II 

Hydrodynamc Data 

Forobody length 

Forebody chme deadrise (at step) 

Forcbody keel dcadrme (at step) 

Maxmum beam (over chme) 

Afterbody length 

Aftcrbody deadrlse 

Afterbody angle 

sternpost angle 

Total planmg bottom length/bean ratlo 

Forebody lcngth/bcam ratlo 

Afterbody length/forebody length 

Stop height (unfaued) 

Step falrmg - elevation 

Step fa&ng - plan form 

Dlstancc of C.G. datum forward of step 

Dlstancc of C.G. datum above stop 

Static draught at pomt of 

All-up weight 315,000 lb 

59.4 ft 

25O 

25O 

76.67 ft 

61.4 ft 

400 

7O 

80 

7.24 

3.56 

I.037 

1.36 ft 

6:l 

2:l 

’ 16.6 ft 

3.88 ft 

7 ft 10.63 IL 
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FIG. No.9 
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FIG. No.15 
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FIG. No. 16 
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FIG. No. 17 
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FIG. No.18 
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FIG. No. 19. 
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